Changes in ultrastructure and function of the sheep pigment epithelium and retina induced by sodium iodate. II. Early effects.
The present investigation shows that the membrane properties of the sheep pigment epithelial cells were very rapidly and severely affected by sodium iodate, whereas the effects concerning the neuroretina were delayed. The c-wave of the ERG was immediately abolished and replaced by a cornea-negative potential, but the a- and b-waves were preserved for about 80-100 min. Ultrastructurally the plasma membranes (particularly the basal plasma membrane) of the pigment epithelial cells were destroyed or less distinct than normally. The cell organelles were swollen and ruptured. There were indications that the pigment epithelium could no longer participate in the receptor outer segment turnover. The photoreceptor cells were morphologically undamaged, and few or no signs of injury were observed in the inner layers of the retina. The effects upon the neuroretinal functions seen after 80-100 min, consisting of a reduction of alpha- and beta-wave amplitudes, were most likely caused by an inability of the pigment epithelium to maintain in the long run its metabolic and barrier properties. It appears that at an early stage after sodium iodate injection, the present preparation may be useful for the study of the effects on the neuroretina proper of drugs and other agents.